
Appendix 4: Setting up Xenyx sound recording Hardware 

1. Get the hardware 

Behringer XENYX Q502 5 channel mixer with USB is currently 

available for $100 - $120 in Australia, either jump online and order, or 

borrow from your Music Department. (They may have an equivalent 

called an M Box. Yeah… I know as much as you about this. Get them to 

teach you to use it!) 

The package should include an AC plug cord (to plug it into power) and 

a laptop connection cord (to connect it to your laptop) 

 

 

Microphone eg  Swamp PM05 Vocal Dynamic Microphone $30; Behringer 

XM85000Dynamic Microphone $38; Shure PGA48 XLR Dynamic Microphone $59 

(jump online and order, or borrow from your Music Dept)  

 

Audio cable eg Basic XLR Male to Female Cable (doesn’t need to be long. 3m is 

plenty) note it has 3pins unlike the 5pin cables used for some lighting. Roughly $12 

or borrow from Music Dept. 

 

A mic stand is handy but not vital. Jump online and source one, or borrow. 

Your own laptop, speakers with a laptop connecting lead (not vital but 

useful, otherwise headphones will let you listen in) 

& everything plugged into mains power, so maybe a 4 plug board… 

 

 

Now you have the stuff: Xenyx, Mic, Cable, Stand (optional), your 

laptop, speakers and the cords that attach these things to each 

other and to power.  



CONNECTING THINGS TO THE XENYX 

Plug in AC to connect to mains power   Plug in headphones (if you are using them) 

Plug in laptop connection cord (and into laptop) 

Plug in Microphone 

  

 

 

This is the gain knob, you adjust this to increase or 

decrease how much sound the microphone picks up, 

so that on Reaper (the software on your PC) the 

sound input is generally hitting the ¾ mark.  

2 TR TO PHONES: should be pressed down (but not 

the other buttons) 

Plugged in it looks 

like> 

 

 

 

 

 

Tips on using microphones and gain: 

GET THAT MOUTH CLOSE: Think of the mic like an icecream: if it isn’t close enough to lick, it’s too far 

away.  The further away the mic is from your mouth, the more the gain needs to be increased to pick 

up sound. This increases the likelihood of picking up other extraneous sounds which you don’t want 

to record or amplify. (This is where the audio squeals of doom can begin, as the mic strains to pick up sound, the 

nervous sound guy increases the gain collecting sound, and increases the volume coming out of the speaker. The increased 

gain on the mic picks up the increased sound coming from the speaker and a feedback loop is created. FYI Similarly this 

occurs if you point a mic at a speaker. This is why speakers need to be placed at the front of the stage, facing the audience, 

never behind the action onstage.) 

SPEAK INTO THE TOP OF THE MIC: The sweet spot on a mic, that picks up the sound the best is at the 

top. So hold that mic like a rockstar, not someone holding an odd shaped stick. The further your 

mouth is from the top, i.e. as you go down the sides, the more the pick up of the mic decreases. 

(And the more Gain needs to be increased to pick up your voice). 

PROJECT AND ARTICULATE: the microphone is an amplifier. It won’t pick up what isn’t there. If you 

are very quiet, it will struggle to receive your sound output and thus struggle to amplify you. Good 

projection and articulation remain vital. 

REALITY: Nevertheless, if the kid is soft and they won’t move their mouth close, turn up the gain a bit 

when they are speaking and turn it down when the shouty kid is near the mic 


